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Why does space always look so far away?

The human mind has its own way of
working and, as Behavioral Science
teaches us, there are common
behaviors – biases – that rule it, and
which we constantly have to deal
with.
Some of these biases affect our
choices, sometimes blocking them,
others driving them. When it comes
to Space Exploration, a lot of biases
can show up.

There are at least three of these biases behind thinking
about space as something far away from us:

Procrastination Bias
when it comes to making decisions, our brain places a
higher value on reaping immediate rewards than it does
on those that might be earned in the future. Scientists
refer to this dilemma as a battle between your Present
Self and your Future Self.

Presentism

These biases are what stop us from starting a new
and exciting adventure, from which something new
could grow or begin to turn.
The solution to overcome these biases is what
Behavioral Science calls framing: to change our point
of view to reality, showing how the prejudices at the
foundation of a bias are not true.
To help you overcome these biases and embrace
the New Space Economy as a possibility for your
brand, the first step is to show you how much Space
Exploration is already doing right now in the world.

also has a big role in this behavior: our mind not only
makes our Present Self win, it also defines “real” as only
the things that exist here and now. Not an easy one.
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Nasa picks Bezos’s Blue
Origin and Musk’s SpaceX
to build new lunar landers.
Alabama company Dynetics also chosen for moon
landing project, as three firms prepare to compete.
Nasa has selected three
private space companies
to lead the development
of lunar landers for its
forthcoming moon landings.
The three companies
are Blue Origin, owned
by Amazon’s CEO, Jeff
Bezos; Elon Musk’s SpaceX;
and Dynetics, based in
Huntsville, Alabama, Nasa
announced on Thursday.

The lunar landers will
carry the astronauts from
lunar orbit to the Moon’s
surface and back again.
Blue Origin’s contract is
worth $579m, SpaceX’s
$135m and Dynetics will
receive $253m.
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NEXT YEARS’
2023
MISSIONS
Jupiter

Artemis is not the only ongoing project.
Look at the timeline below with the more important missions
that are going to be realized in the next few years.

2021

The James Webb Space
Telescope will station the
Hubble Space Observatory
in outer space, to search
for other exoplanets like
Earth, learn the secrets of
distant galaxies, and help
us reconstruct the first
moments after the birth
of the universe.

Man
on Mars

Europa (one of Jupiter’s
moons) will be reached
by an ESA spacecraft
within the next year, to look
for water and, possibly, life.

Deep Space

A look to the
Big Bang

2026

Is there water
on Europa?

Pretty busy schedule, don’t you think?

In a recent interview,
Elon Musk said he is
confident SpaceX will land
humans on Mars in the next
years. His company is not
the only one looking to the
Red Planet. Together with it,
we find Airbus, Blue Origin
and many others.

Venus

2022

https://www.wired.it/scienza/spazio/2020/04/29/hubble-james-webb-confronto-video-nasa/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VqG3Jazrfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmvnwzhDhCE

Mars

Is there life
on Venus?
With the recent discovery
of a possible sign of life on Venus,
we could see a new surge
of missions headed to the cloudy
planet in the future.

Moon

2024

This time,
to stay.
Humankind goes back
to the moon with a permanent plan.
With the Artemis missions, the Moon
is going to become the next
new human outpost.
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AND WHAT ABOUT ITALY?
Even Italy invests 485 Million Euros in Space
Exploration. Thanks to undisputed skills in space
activities, Italy has managed to recently win the
leadership of three important programs in the space
exploration sector. The two missions that Italy will

guide are the most expensive: ROSE-L and CIMR,
both with Thales Alenia Space Italia as the leader, with
the participation of OHB Italia. In 2021, Colleferro (RM)
will be the European Capital of Space, thanks to Avio.

Turin leads
the Italian
Space Industry.

Grottaglie,
the first Italian
Spaceport.

Milan, the PoliMI
for AIDA Mission.

Rome, Italy
for Artemis

In 2024, the Politecnico di Milano will act

In November 2020, in line with the strategy

as an important component of the AIDA

of the government, the Italian space agency

The Piemontese Space District counts more

Italy is the first European country to adopt a

Mission, for Earth’s defense from the impact

(ASI) organized a webinar concerning

or less 300 companies, 7,900 employees

regulation to build and manage a spaceport

of Asteroids. The Milan university will

the leading role that Italy will have in the

– 15 thousand if we count the suppliers –

on its national territory. It is a fundamental

manage the trajectory and nav system of the

Artemis mission to the Moon. The webinar

and a business of 4 Million Euros. In 2019

step to launch this important and strategic

two CubeSats that will reach the asteroid

was open to the entire Italian industrial

the Piemontese Space District Association

new civil aviation segment that will allow

Dydimos in order to analyze it.

and research chain and had the purpose of

came about, composed of 15 members –

commercial suborbital flights from our

presenting the immediate opportunities in

companies, institutions and others, mostly

country in the near future. The American

taking part in this ambitious project.

private. Two of them are in the frontline for

company Virgin Galactic, which, in the

the Perseverance 2020 Mars Rover Mission.

meantime, has built the SpaceShipTwo, the
aerospace vehicle for suborbital flights, has
expressed its interest.

https://www.asi.it/2020/11/artemis-il-ruolo-dellitalia/
https://youtu.be/nTdaeXh4Zq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nG9lYpWy6KM&t=10s

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
With the increasing number of projects concerning Space Exploration,
there is also an increase of needs regarding those projects.
For some of these needs, your brand can be the answer.
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NEW AUDIENCE

NEW HOPES
Is there a future in space?
Lots of projects concerning medicine, sustainability
and the future of our Earth seem to say yes.
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Space Exploration is a journey leading to

Space exploration concerns humanity.
All brands that started their journey through space have widened
their target, attracting the interest of more and more people.

NEW NARRATIVES
Movies, TV series, comics: Space Exploration is now more
than ever a trending topic in different kinds of media
and an inexhaustible source of inspiration.
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Somewhat positive view
Somewhat negative view
Very positive view
Very Negative view

OPPORTUNITIES_AUDIENCE_HOPES_NARRATIVES

Space Exploration
likability among
European citizens.

We see the New Space Economy as something that is happening right now
and that, as well as moving enormous capital, also needs the support
and the creativity of all sorts of brands.

Some of the most famous brands in the world
have already embraced this new scenario,
using space as a way to find new opportunities,
new audiences, new hopes and new narratives.
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We see the New Space Economy
as something that is happening right now
and that, as well as moving enormous capital,
also needs the support and the creativity
of all sorts of brands.
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